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All the Pretty Horses is clearly McCarthy's love song to the horse, with the other two novels complementing. If you are a
cowboy, these three books are the best thing ever written for and about you. In all of this is the intimidating wonder of
McCarthy's magnificent writing, his beautiful, attentive descriptions and perfect depiction of.

The boy was raised for a significant part of his youth, perhaps 15 of his 16 years, by a family of Mexican
origin who worked on the ranch; he is a native speaker of Spanish and English. Faced with the prospect of
moving into town, Grady instead chooses to leave and persuades his best friend, Lacey Rawlins, to accompany
him. Traveling by horseback, the pair travel southward into Mexico, where they hope to find work as
cowboys. Shortly before they cross the Mexican border, they encounter a young man who says he is named
Jimmy Blevins and who seems to be about 13 but claims to be older. Blevins rides a huge bay horse that is far
too fine a specimen to be the property of a runaway boy, but Blevins insists it is his. Blevins persuades John
Grady and Rawlins to accompany him to the nearest town to find the horse and his distinctive vintage Colt
pistol. As the three are riding away from the town they are pursued, and Blevins separates from Rawlins and
John Grady. The pursuers follow Blevins, and Rawlins and Grady escape. Rawlins and John Grady travel
farther south. She tells John Grady about the consequences in Mexican society of a woman losing her honor,
and how Alejandra can ill-afford to be seen in the presence of John Grady due to its potential impact on her
reputation. As John Grady and Alejandra secretly become more deeply involved, a group of Mexican Rangers
visit the ranch and then ride off without explanation. Alejandra returns to Mexico City, where she is in school,
and John Grady plans to ask her to admit her true feelings for him upon her return. When he confides this to a
senior ranch hand who has been kind to him, John Grady is surprised to learn Alejandra has returned to the
ranch without coming to see him. Somewhat later, the Rangers return and arrest Rawlins and John Grady.
They are brought to a dismal Mexican holding cell where they discover Blevins is also in custody. They learn
Blevins had escaped his pursuers but subsequently returned to the village where he had recovered his horse,
this time to retrieve the Colt pistol. In the process of getting the pistol, he shot and killed a man. The three
boys are interrogated and beaten, and a crooked police captain threatens them. While they are being
transferred from their small jail to a larger prison, the captain and police officers detour to a remote ranch.
Blevins is led off while Rawlins and John Grady watch powerlessly; then they hear gunshots as Blevins is
executed. The two friends are brought to the larger prison, where the inmates test the two boys by attacking
them relentlessly over a period of days. They barely survive and try to figure out how to get out of prison; an
inmate with special privileges, who seems to command the respect of the other inmates, takes an interest in
their situation and suggests money might solve their problem. They decline this offer of protection, because
they have no money and Rawlins is soon severely wounded by a knife-wielding inmate and is taken away;
Grady is not sure if Rawlins has survived. Soon afterward, Grady is wounded while defending himself from a
cuchillero and kills the man. After a long recovery from his near-fatal stabbing, Grady is released and finds
Rawlins has also survived and been freed. John Grady, on his way back to Texas, kidnaps the captain at
gunpoint, forces him to recover the horses and guns that were taken from him, Rawlins, and Blevins, and flees
across the country. He is severely wounded in the escape and cauterizes a serious gunshot wound using his
pistol barrel heated in a fire. He considers killing the captain but encounters a group of Mexicans who call
themselves "men of the country," who take the captain as a prisoner. He gains legal possession of the horse in
a court hearing where he recounts the entire story of his journey across the border, and the judge later tries to
absolve Grady of his guilt both for killing the prisoner who attacked him and for being unable to prevent
Blevins being murdered. John Grady briefly reunites with Rawlins to return his horse and learns that his own
father has died something he has already intuited. Style[ edit ] All the books of the "Border Trilogy" are
written in an unconventional format which omits traditional Western punctuation such as quotation marks and
makes use of polysyndetic syntax in a manner similar to that of Ernest Hemingway.
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The first seventy-five percent of this brooding, terse and darkly mesmerizing ranching tale is glorious,
towering over the intersection of storytelling and language. San Angelo, Texas in Taciturn, hard working and
fluent in Spanish, with some money saved and an exceptionally keen eye for horses, John Grady receives
sympathies from the family attorney and a brand new Hamley Formfitter saddle from his father. John Grady
lights out for old Mexico to find work. Along for the journey is his loyal, pragmatic seventeen-year-old friend
Lacey Rawlins, who despite speaking considerably less Spanish than John Grady does speak more English,
pondering the afterlife and singing on the ride down. They confront a thirteen-year-old kid astride a
magnificent horse who offers the name Jimmy Blevins. The kid claims to be sixteen and is clearly on the run.
He has no money, no food and despite giving Rawlins several occasions to abandon him once they cross into
Mexico, John Grady is unable or unwilling to. When they got back to the cottonwoods Blevins was gone.
Rawlins sat looking over the barren dusty countryside. He reached in his pocket for his tobacco. John Grady
leaned and spat. Ever dumb thing I ever done in my life there was a decision I made before that got me into it.
It was never the dumb thing. Meanin this is it. This is our last chance. Meanin just leave him? What if it was
you? What if it was? Rawlins twisted the cigarette into the corner of his mouth and plucked a match from his
pocket and popped it alight with his thumbnail. He looked at John Grady. I wouldnt leave you and you
wouldnt leave me. That aint no argument. John Grady crossed his hands on the pommel of his saddle and sat
looking at them. After a while he raised his head. I cant do it, he said. What does that mean? If you cant you
cant. Blevins is fatally undone by a thunderstorm, babbling that his family tree attracts lightning. The boy
strips naked and cowers in a ravine, losing his horse, his pistol and his clothes in a flash flood. Offering to help
Blevins get his property back, the kid takes matters into his own hands. John Grady and Rawlins continue on
their three hundred kilometer trek through the state of Coahuila, where just over the Sierra del Carmen, the
Mexicans tell of ranches that make John Grady think of the Big Rock County Mountains, lakes and runnin
water and grass to the stirrups. They arrive at the Hacienda de Nuestra Senora de la Purisima Concepcion La
Purisima , an 11, acre ranch watered with natural springs and filled with shallow lakes, except in the western
sections which rise to nine thousand feet. The vaqueros recognize John Grady and Rawlins as cowboys by the
way the Americans sit in their saddles. Drawing closer to La Purisima, John Grady is fatally undone by the
sight of a seventeen-year-old girl riding past them atop a black Arabian saddlehorse. The ranch belongs to Don
Hector Rocha y Villareal, whose family has held the land for one hundred and seventy years. Don Hector runs
a thousand head of cattle and loves horses, trapping wild ones that roam in the higher elevations. When sixteen
wild horses are brought down, John Grady proposes to Rawlins that they break all of the beasts in over four
days. Their workshop draws a hundred spectators and culminates in resounding success. They walked along
the road and there were other couples in the road and they passed and wished them a good evening. The air
was cool and it smelled of earth and perfume and horses. She took his arm and she laughed and called him a
mojado-reverso, so rare a creature and one to be treasured. He told her about his life. How his grandfather was
dead and the ranch sold. They sat on a low concrete watertrough and with her shoes in her lap and her naked
feet crossed in the dust she drew patterns in the dark water with her finger. Her mother lived in Mexico and
she went to her house on Sundays for dinner and sometimes she and her mother would dine alone in the city
and go to the theatre or the ballet. Her mother thought that life on the hacienda was lonely and yet living in the
city she seemed to have few friends. She becomes angry with me because I always want to come here. She
says that I prefer my father to her. But that is not why I come. Anyway, she says I will change my mind.
Cormac McCarthy can write like no other author. His facility with prose and dialogue reminded me of Stevie
Ray Vaughan picking up a guitar and jamming. I loved the way the novel parsed out information, with
McCarthy substituting descriptions and histories with impressions and hints, much the way a West Texan
would if pressed for information. His dialogue is often witty and retains a well earned pathos, while the very
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nature of the story is adventurous and fraught with tension. In Part IV, the taut control that McCarthy
maintained up to that point is surrendered for self-indugence. Alfonsa, an intriguing character who is neither
evil nor good, talks, and tells, and talks some more about her history and why she cannot allow her niece and
John Grady to be together. I started skipping paragraphs, then pages. I knew the love affair was doomed, but
characters talking about it contradicts everything McCarthy built up to that point in the novel. With neither
Rawlins, Alejandra or Blevins around to play off Grady, including in the early go, the novel mumbles to itself.
There is no denying the vision and storytelling breadth of three-fourths of the book. I wanted to be on that ride
with John Grady and Rawlins, for better or for worse. Columbia Pictures did too. In , the studio offered the
directing job to Billy Bob Thornton, at the height of his filmmaking prestige for the low budget southern
gothic Sling Blade. A Cliff Notes version of minutes was released in December and ignored by audiences.
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The national bestseller and the first volume in Cormac McCarthy's Border Trilogy, All the Pretty Horses is the tale of
John Grady Cole, who at sixteen finds himself at the end of a long line of Texas ranchers, cut off from the only life he
has ever imagined for himself.

This is a good but sad book. A good beginning for those who like westerns. The incredible impact that a few
simple well crafted words can create. The hero, teenager John Grady Cole, is a superb horseman and cowboy.
He meets a girl, loses her, but never gets her back. The anti-western quality is foretold by a beautiful metaphor
in the very first line of the novel. He is there to view the body of his grandfather, who ran the family cattle
ranch in western Texas. The story takes place in the late s â€” after World War II. The ranch is up for sale.
Disillusioned, Cole takes to the road on horseback. Not to the American West. But, south to Mexico, a terribly
beautiful land where he encounters lawlessness, official corruption that would make a Philadelphia policeman
blush and many very bad people. He is joined by his best friend, reluctantly; and by a companion they meet
along the way who provides some comic relief. The code, a remnant from the old American West, values
thoughtfulness over verbosity, modesty over boasting, concise wisdom over elaborate argument and repression
of emotion over expression of fear. Sadly, this ethic is now rare among men. There is a sunset in the final
scene. While the hero rides off into it, he does so without any sense of well being, accomplishment or
resolution. Like j Joeybiomaster Jul 18, After the first few pages I thought I knew what I was getting into and
would hate this book and lay it down halfway and return it to the library where it would wait for another
individual to pick it up. I forced myself to continue reading; it was difficult to get uses to the lack of commas,
quotation marks, and semi-colons. This was an excellent story with thought-provoking descriptions of the
world we live in. Despite the unusual syntax and punctuation, which at time sacrifices quality at the altar of
art, this is a masterpiece. Like d DoctorFuntimes Apr 17, An insult to America, the western, land, Mexico,
burritos, televangelists, cowboys, horses, and words. Wake up to the best-kept secret of American fiction in
the past thirty years! The gripping prose echoes early Hemingway, and the lean, swift by his standards pastoral
tale recalls an American Southwest, lyrically and magically evoked, in the twilight of its wilderness. Written
in a sweeping, picaresque form, in a language of a beauty and power seldom seen, it has rollicking physical
action, horses, gunplay and romance, yet ultimately it is a never sentimental lament for a passing way of life.
Like s stewstealth Sep 25, Wonderful prose encapsulates an excellent story about maintaining a way of life in
an age of rapid industrialization.
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This is a good but sad book. A good beginning for those who like westerns. The incredible impact that a few
simple well crafted words can create. The hero, teenager John Grady Cole, is a superb horseman and cowboy.
He meets a girl, loses her, but never gets her back. The anti-western quality is foretold by a beautiful metaphor
in the very first line of the novel. He is there to view the body of his grandfather, who ran the family cattle
ranch in western Texas. The story takes place in the late s â€” after World War II. The ranch is up for sale.
Disillusioned, Cole takes to the road on horseback. Not to the American West. But, south to Mexico, a terribly
beautiful land where he encounters lawlessness, official corruption that would make a Philadelphia policeman
blush and many very bad people. He is joined by his best friend, reluctantly; and by a companion they meet
along the way who provides some comic relief. The code, a remnant from the old American West, values
thoughtfulness over verbosity, modesty over boasting, concise wisdom over elaborate argument and repression
of emotion over expression of fear. Sadly, this ethic is now rare among men. There is a sunset in the final
scene. While the hero rides off into it, he does so without any sense of well being, accomplishment or
resolution. Like j Joeybiomaster Jul 18, After the first few pages I thought I knew what I was getting into and
would hate this book and lay it down halfway and return it to the library where it would wait for another
individual to pick it up. I forced myself to continue reading; it was difficult to get uses to the lack of commas,
quotation marks, and semi-colons. This was an excellent story with thought-provoking descriptions of the
world we live in. Despite the unusual syntax and punctuation, which at time sacrifices quality at the altar of
art, this is a masterpiece. Like d DoctorFuntimes Apr 17, An insult to America, the western, land, Mexico,
burritos, televangelists, cowboys, horses, and words. Wake up to the best-kept secret of American fiction in
the past thirty years! The gripping prose echoes early Hemingway, and the lean, swift by his standards pastoral
tale recalls an American Southwest, lyrically and magically evoked, in the twilight of its wilderness. Written
in a sweeping, picaresque form, in a language of a beauty and power seldom seen, it has rollicking physical
action, horses, gunplay and romance, yet ultimately it is a never sentimental lament for a passing way of life.
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It was a bestseller, and it won both the U. Only sixteen years old, John Grady runs away from home with his
friend Rawlins. On horseback, they head toward the Mexican border, leading the idyllic, storybook life of
migrant cowboys. They are joined by a younger boy, the sensitive and stubborn Jimmy Blevins. Together, the
three cross over the Rio Grande into Mexico. Soon after they enter Mexico, the companions ride into a
lightning storm. Blevins, who is terrified of lightening, strips off his clothes, abandons his horse, and hides in
a ditch. The next day finds him nearly naked, his horse and gun stolen. In the aftermath of their attempt to
steal the horse back, Rawlins and Cole become separated from Blevins. They escape from the posse pursuing
them, however, and continue to travel south, where they find work as cowboys on the vast ranch owned by
Don Hector. John Grady quickly proves himself a remarkable cowboy with an intuitive understanding of
horses. When Don Hector finds out about it, he turns John Grady and Rawlins over to the thuggish, corrupt
police captain of Encantada. Blevins, it seems, returned to Encantada to reclaim his gun and killed at least one
of the townspeople. Now he is being held in jail, and John Grady and Rawlins are accused of being his coconspirators. Rawlins is tortured until he gives a false confession. Blevins is executed, but John Grady and
Rawlins are merely imprisoned in the town of Saltillo. In the prison the Americans are marked as victims, and
forced to fight constantly to survive. When they refuse to ally themselves with the wealthy, influential prisoner
Perez, he sends assassins after them both. He goes back to the ranch, where Alfonsa meets with him,
delivering a long discourse about human powerlessness and about the foolishness of romantic dreams.
Nevertheless, he meets with Alejandra and they spend a short day together, but in the end she decides that she
cannot abandon her family for him. John Grady, shattered, refuses to leave Mexico without his horses. He
goes back to Encantada and, taking the captain as a hostage, reclaims the American horses. He is pursued on
the way back and wounded severely, but manages to evade the pursuit and cross back into Texas. He finds that
he no longer has a home: The novel ends with John Grady riding west, into the setting sun.
Chapter 6 : All the Pretty Horses â€” Reader Q&A
All the Pretty Horses is McCarthy's most accessible novel and I'm glad I didn't start here, because anything which
followed would have been an horrific shock. In contrast to his other works that seem to roll out in fugu By all accounts, I
shouldn't like Cormac McCarthy's novels.
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In All the Pretty Horses, John Grady Cole's search for a future takes him across the Mexican border to a job as a ranch
hand and an ill-fated romance. The Crossing is the story of sixteen-year-old Billy Parham who sets off on a perilous
journey across the mountains of Mexico, accompanied only by a lone wolf.
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PDF â”€ All the Pretty Horses is a novel by American author Cormac McCarthy published by Alfred A. Knopf in All the
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Pretty Horses begins with the funeral of John Grady Cole's grandfather.
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